MODERN DOOR Collection

The

PATENTED HYDROSHIELD TECHNOLOGY™
Our exclusive Hydroshield Technology™ features fiberglass reinforced door skins, full-length composite
stiles, and composite top & bottom rails to prevent water infiltration on all six sides.

FULL LENGTH COMPOSITE TOP AND BOTTOM RAILS: Additional
non-porous protection keeps water from seeping into the
door and helps prevent the build up of mold or mildew.

FIBERGLASS REINFORCED SKIN: Fiberglass is unmarred by the
wear and tear of everyday use and is unaffected by moisture
and humidity. Our doors will not rot, splinter or warp like wood,
and won’t dent or delaminate like steel.

FULL LENGTH COMPOSITE STILES: All Plastpro fiberglass entry
doors feature fully composite stiles to prevent water infiltration
into the door’s insulation and to ensure warp free, rot free and
rust free doors.

DUAL PANE DECORATIVE GLASS: Our decorative doorlites
provide excellent thermal protection while adding beauty and
sophistication to your entryway.

ARCHITECTURALLY CORRECT PROPORTIONS: Plastpro doors
are designed with beautifully detailed panels that are
identical to traditional wood door construction to create
crisper shadow lines and heightened curb appeal.

INSULATED CORE: Our environmentally friendly insulation is
100% CFC-free and provides a high R-value for maximum
thermal protection.

PLASTPRO’S Modern door line has combined the strength and Durabilty of our Fiberglass
Composite Entry System with the elegance and style of today’s contemporay designs.

A TRUE CONTEMPORARY DOOR
BENEFITS
• FLUSH GLAZED GLASS
• NO SCREW CAPS
• ENERGY EFFICIENT
• CLEAN LINES
• ELEGANT DESIGNS

Our Frame

/
Typical frame

BENEFITS Include the flush glazed frame which offers a clean and finished look and no screw hole
covers that are typical with traditional glass inserts. We offer a wide selection of glass options to fit
the perfect style you are searching for along with Plastpro’s quality and craftsmanship that comes
with each and every door.
WARRANTY Modern doors are backed by the same great warranty that Plastpro offers on all of our
other door series. Flush glazed modern door models are covered for both sides of door; removable
and reversible sides.

Lavor ato Series
Enjoy the beauty and simplicity of crisp clean lines with our carved series.

WOODGRAIN 6/8

2/8, 3/0

DMG46

2/8, 3/0

TEAK GRAIN 6/8

DMT51

Flush Glazed Series
Our flush glazed series offers a design for any style home.
NEW MODERN GLASS:

LoE

Rain

Sable

Rooftop

2/8, 3/0

2/8, 3/0

SMOOTH SKIN 6/8

DMS1L
RANFL1

DMS1R
RANFL1

DMS1T
SABF1T

Select any Deco glass style

Priscilla

Camelia

Spring

Castile

Brentwood

Solstice

Artesano
Breeze

Artesano

Kensington Fontaine-bleau

Aberdeen
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